Same/Different: Dina and Dina

Directions: Read the story. Then complete the Venn diagram, telling how Dina, the duck, is the same or different than Dina, the girl.

One day in the library, Dina found a story about a duck named Dina!

My name is Dina. I am a duck, and I like to swim. When I am not swimming, I walk on land or fly. I have two feet and two eyes. My feathers keep me warm. Ducks can be different colors. I am gray, brown and black. I really like being a duck. It is fun.
Same/Different: Ann and Lee Have Fun

**Directions:** Read about Ann and Lee. Then write how they are the same and different in the Venn diagram.

Ann and Lee like to play ball. They like to jump rope. Lee likes to play a card game called “Old Maid.” Ann likes to play a card game called “Go Fish.” What do you do to have fun?